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About This Game

RUMP! It's a crazy and challenging 3D jump and run game with a high focus on speedrunning, competition, sick moves and
ultimate multiplayer-mayhem!

You think the good old Mario Kart was the challenge for you and your friends? Now RUMP! is going to be busting your mind.
There are no classic green, red or blue shells - but several other gadgets, that will make your friends rage when you fire them

off.

Compete with your steam friends, dare them to defy you and beat their best times! Be rewarded with different skins, characters
and even some nice powerups. If you want to, you can climb the ladder and score the best times of the worldwide ranking!

The singleplayer offers over 50 different maps with some serious jumping, collecting and raging action! Get all Coins to
proceed to the next level, be fast to make sure to beat your friends' highscores! Achieve the Bronze, Silver and Gold times to

receive cool awards, skins and other stuff.
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In the multiplayer modes you can challenge up to three of your friends in a fight to the death! Multiple modes are planned - but
the most important thing, as usual, will be: first to arrive wins. Use your body and your gadgets to get rid of your foes and

proceed to unbelievable greatness! Missiles, Boosters, Hooks and other grim utilities can be used to make your way to the top.
Compete with other players all over the world!

Up to 6 people multiplayer mayhem to beat your friends via STEAM!

Race your friends and expect MAYHEM!

The Ultimate Lan Party game!

Online Matchmaking with Quickjoin options or premade Lobbys/Groups!

Sleek singleplayer with a high amount of different maps, gadgets, mechanics, competition and story!

High amount of various Skins, Accessories, Chars and Maps!

Awesome multiplayer gadgets like hooks, missiles and other fun stuff!
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Cool new things at least twice a month! Weapons, Gadgets, Levels!

Global & local rankings with leaderboards and statistics!

Speedrun functionality for all time contest records!

Many humorous and funny elements, including dark ones!

Competition, rage and success!

Different supported plattforms! (tba)

Unique Soundtrack and ambience!

Tons of uniquely designed levels! Created with love!

Lots of achievements and unlockables!

No arms and legs - but there's a cape!
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Title: RUMP! - It's a Jump and Rump!
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Dedication Labs
Publisher:
Dedication Labs
Release Date: 12 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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rump it's a jump and bump. rump - it's a jump and rump. rump its a jump and rump game

GAME IS MIS-TAGGED... LOCAL CO-OP\/MULTI-PLAYER ONLY

This game is tagged as both Multiplayer and Co-op, implying that it is possible to play online (since these tags are both distinct
from Local Multi-player and Local Co-op). This is NOT the case - you can ONLY play with friends in the same room as you.

I'm sure the game isn't bad for what it is, and the brief time I have played was entertaining, but since I purchased two copies to
play online with a friend I will be asking for a refund since the description is inacurate.. Looks awesome,
But Im stuck on "Connecting to load balance server" for ages..
But dont wanna give this a bad review because it looks better than fifa already, hope this fixes.. Faithful emulation of the
original.. It's okay. There's a lot of detail but there is a C36 class that shouldn't be on Queensland Railway track! But every thing
is okay.. Wow. This was an incredibly bad game. If you can even call it a game---the only mechanic was the click the same
button over and over. The text itself sounded like it was written by someone who was having a stroke. There was no plot, or
story, or anything. I can't believe I wasted my money on this. Also, this was clearly not written by someone who has experienced
depression. The game suggested that depression can be cured by positive thinking and self-love. And, while that can sometimes
help, IT DOES NOT CURE IT. I would NOT recommend this game to anyone.. The Celts felt like they should have been in this
game from the start, just like most of the other culture packs that comes with Total War: Attila, Rome 2 & Warhammer. CA are
just ripping content from their games now and selling it all seperatly, and as a final middle finger to us we get it at 6.99 unless its
on sale which is ridiculous. However, playing as these 3 factions was very entertaining compared to most, because they have an
excellent starting position being at the top of the campaign map. They also have some unique decisions to be made in the family
politics, although that has little impact on the base game and feels like a weaker mechanic. The units here to feel a bit more
unique, my preferred faction of the three was the Ebdanians (the irish) as they have an island to themselves which is easy to
defend. The picts and caledonians start off next to each other so playing as them a conflict is inevitable and you will be fighting
the Western Roman Empire or the other celtic factions for the start of the campaign.

Final rating is a 2.5\/5, but come on CA, enough of this unfair DLC already, stop cutting content.. Eh. Still better than MN9.
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Overall I enjoyed my time with this game, the SNES style graphics, and music takes you on a nostalgia trip back to the glory
days of gaming! There are a few technical issues with the game starting with the long load time(takes close to two minutes for
me). Toward the end of the game I ran into a few code error messages, but not frequently enough to ruin my experience. The
collision is also a bit suspect at times. I could go through a lot of walls that you are not meant to go through, and even suffered a
few cheap deaths from falling through the ground. I also had a bit of trouble setting up my controller initially, I had to use
JoyToKey to get it to works, since my Sabrent controller was not compatible at all; however that more likely an issue with the
engine and not the game itself. These issues aside I really enjoyed the gameplay. There are a ton of secret sprinkled throughout
the land, and I had a lot of fun just getting lost and exploring. The combat is also pretty enjoyable too and you are given a nice
variety of characters to adventure with!

Pros:
Nice graphics and music.
Many Secrets to Discover.
Good Variety of Characters.

Cons:
Long Load Time.
A bit buggy with suspect collision and a few code error pop ups.
Setting up controller was a bit of a hassle.. This a very self aware game...and flipn hilarious because of that....

SO please take the time to talk to everybody. I literlally LOLd ....

I grew up with 8bit rpgs on Sega like Phantasy star and games like Final Fantasy on NES and this to that as Galaxy Quest was to
Star Trek... A lampoon but in a weird way kinda better

The price is worth the few laughs I got from my choices alone and it places really smooth with that classic NES look...

Buy this its funny and good for a few laughs!. Get out your tape deck. Grab your fresh Dokken and Ratt cassettes and lets do
dis.. Unforgiving Trials is a fun little old school RPG. The story is fairly simple, you recruit your fighters in an inn and march
across the world to rid the land of corruption and evil. While the game is a bit linear, it offers a lot of choice in designing your
party which I liked a lot. Some of the boss encounters might seem a bit difficult at first but if you make a strong team and
prepare properly, you shouldn't have too much trouble. Also, dog and chicken are hilarious. Overall, I consider this game a good
purchase, especially for such a low price.. Development has ceased, get it only if it's 90% off. Otherwise not worth it..
Geometry Dash, except that there is awful sound effects and music. The spike detection is really bad, and a lot of the jumps in
the maps are poorly spaced and simply holding down your mouse button (NOT SPACE BAR) will desync yourself from the
blocks you are jumping on. There are 9 levels in the game, but I haven't played them all. I got stuck on level 5 and gave up due
to the awful spike detection. I got quite frustrated and so then I waited out my trading card drops (lol).

I do not recommend this.. Thin story, difficult, boring.. The game doesn't offer much more than the demo, so try to demo.
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